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ABSTRACT

Fitness landscapes were constructed by creating phenotypes through 20 iterations ofan
elementary cellular automaton (CA), with the genotype determining initial state of the CA
and bitwise conformity of the CA after iteration to a specified target string determining
fitness. Landscapes were classified by the rule class of the CA rule which generated them
(Li-Packard classification) and by several global measures ofthe landscape itself. A
genetic algorithm (GA) simulated adaptation on these landscapes. Landscapes generated by
Class 3 (locally chaotic) CA rules had very infrequent local optima and were easy for GAs
to adapt on. 'This suggests that bounded chaos - in which smail changes in the genotype
produce substantial but contained changes in the phenotype or fitness function - is a
characteristic ofGA representation which increases search effectiveness. Class 4 (chaotic)
rules were most difficult for ail GAs, and were more difficult for GAs which used
crossover and mutation than for those using mutation only. Landscapes with low
correlation lengths (a global measure) were the most difficult, and highly uncorrelated
landscapes were more difficult for crossover GAs than for mutation-only GAs. These
results suggest that crossover often reduces GA performance on low-correlation and
chaotic fitness functions. Mean hill..dimbing walk length to a peak is closely tied to GA
performance: nearly ail difficult landscapes were those with mean walk length near 1.



I. Introduction

Agents must adapt in a variety of environments which can be characterized by rugged
fitness landscapes. One class ofrugged landscapes are those generated by iterated local
interactions among neighboring sites on the genotype. These landscapes are ofparticular interest
for two reasons. First, such local interactions provide an idealized model of the chemical and
physiCal interactions among adjacent genetic loci; three adjacent nucleotides interact to determine
amino acid coding, and amino acids interact in determining the structure of the resulting protein.
Second, these local interactions have been studied extensively in the context ofCellular Automata.
This paper describes the relationships between the nature of these local interactions, characteristics
of the fitness landscapes generated by the interactions, and the success ofpopulations adapting on
these landscapes.

Fitness landscapes based on local interactions can be implemented by the use of elementary
cellular automata, which have been extensively studied by Wolfram, et al. (see, for example,
Wolfram 1986). The use of cellular automata provides a simple way to tune the degree of
interaction among separate loci. By increasing the number ofiterations of the cellular automaton,
or the neighborhood size considered by CA rules, one can increase the number of neighbors with
which each locus interacts. Furthermore, a significant amount of work has been done on
classifying and describing the behavior of various classes ofrules governing cellular automata.
The relationship between known characteristics ofcertain classes ofrules and the nature of
adaptation on landscapes generated by those rules gives insight into the conditions under which
various kinds of adaptation may work.

The process of adaptation on a rugged landscape can be modelled by the use of Genetic
Algorithms (GAs). A genetic algorithm is a biologically inspired computer algorithm which
models the processes ofrandom mutation, recombination and natural selection. An important
problem in the theory ofgenetic algorithms is to identify descriptive measures of a search space
which can predict how successful the GA will be at such a search. Since GA's are simplified
models of natural genetic processes, this question has important biological implications. Under
what conditions will adapting populations find the optima in their "fitness landscapes," and be able
to stay there? On the other hand, under what conditions is it unlikely that such a population would
find and remain at these optima? Under what conditions is a sexually reproducing population, in
which recombination is a source of genetic variability, likely to adapt successfully compared to an
asexually reproducing counterpart, in which genetic variation is produced only by mutation?

This paper describes the results ofnumerical simulations on three sets of256 different,
deterministic fitness landscapes generated by local interactions among adjacent genes. It discusses
the relationships among three factors: the kind ofcellular automaton rule which generates a fitness
landscape, a measure of correlation on the fitness landscape, and the performance of two kinds of
genetic algorithms in adapting on the landscape. Finally, it suggests some implications of these
fmdings for the theory of genetic algorithms.

II. Description of Experiments

A. Landscape formation and statistical measures to describe landscapes.

The fitness landscapes used in these simulations are constructed by a two-step process. In
the first step, the "genotype" encoded by the 30-bit GA string is converted to a phenotype by an
idealized "environment" or "chemistry" represented by repeated iterations ofan elementary cellular
automaton (CA). The "phenotype" is the state of the CA after a set number of time steps. The
fitness of the phenotype is then measured by its bitwise conformity to a specified target string.

A cellular automaton is an n-dimensional, ordered lattice ofbits which are updated at
successive time steps according to a deterministic rule. For elementary cellular automata, the lattice
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is I-dimensional, and the update rule expresses the state of a bit at time step t+1 as a function of the
states of that bit, and the states of its nearest neighbors to the left and to the right, at time step t.

In these simulations, the CA was 30 bits 10r.g, with periodic boundary conditions. The
genotype encoded the starting condition (time step t=O) for the 30 bits of the cellular automaton,
and the CA rule was applied for 20 iterations. The phenotype corresponding to a given genotype
was the state of the CA after the final time step. In each successive time step of the cellular
automaton, a single bit can influence the state of those to the right and to the left of it. For each
iteration, then, the influence of a single bit can spread by a maximum of two bits. After 20 time
steps on a 3D-bit lattice, each bit in the genotype could potentially influence every bit in the
phenotype.

The second step in the construction of the fitness landscape was to assign a fitness to each
phenotype. The fitness ofa phenotype was determined by its conformity to a target string,
measured by the number ofbits they had in common. Three different target strings were tried,
which will be referred to as ALLONES (1111 ... 1111), ALTERN (1010 no 1010), and
RANDOM, a "randomly" chosen string (010001100101100101011OOOOOOOO1). For a summary
of the procedure forde~g phenotype and fitness, see Fig. 1.

Genotype
100011011101011101010110101100

I
I iterations of Cellular automaton
I ("chemistry")

Phenotype
110111111100000011101111010100

101010101010101010101010101010
Target string

matches at 13 locations
fitness = 13.

FIGURE 1

Fitness landscapes generated in this way were described by several methods. One set of
measures describes the degree of "ruggedness" of the landscape. These included two statistics on
the correlation of fitness values on the landscapes. Rugged landscapes show little correlation in the
fitness values of neighboring points on a landscape, while smooth landscapes are more correlated.
Landscape ruggedness was also measured by the mean length of an uphill walk from a random
point to a local optimum. In addition to these measures ofruggedness, the landscapes were
classified according to the type oflocal interactions which occur in the CA used to generate the
landscape. Ii and Packard (1989) have classified CA rules in this way, and their scheme has been
followed.
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I. Measures of Landscape Ruggedness

One statistical property of landscapes is the degree ofcorrelation of "related" points..
Correlation provides a measure of how "rugged" a given landscape is. Highly correlated
landscapes are "smooth" because nearby points have similar fitnesses, while less correlated
landscapes are more rugged, having larger fluctuations in fitness over short distances.

Two statistical measures of correlation were devised for the landscapes in these
experiments. The first, the correlation length, is analogous to a measure used in information
theory and physics. This measure indicates the longest distance away from a given point in a space
at which fitness is correlated with the fitness of the starting point. Highly correlated, "smooth"
landscapes preserve this information over long distance, yielding long correlation lengths.

For these landscapes, the correlation length was measured as follows. On each landscape,
600 points were picked at random. For each such "initial point," one of its i-mutant neighbors was
picked at random, for i = I to 30. For each i, the correlation coefficient

c. = p[f(p), 'f(m.(p))]
1 1

was calculated, where f(p) is the fitness ofpoint p, m. =a randomly chosen i-mutant neighbor of
1

point p, and p is the standard correlation coefficient.!
This produces a range of values c. for i =1 to 30, where c. is the correlation between the fitness of

1 - 1 .

a point and its i-mutant neighbor. The correlation length, L, ofa landscape is defmed as one less
than the value ofi at which c first becomes nonpositive. It thus reflects the maximum hamming
distance from a known point at which a "searcher" in the space retains some information about
expected fitness value.

A second measure of correlation on a space was measured by the correlation coefficient

p[h,M] where h is the hamming distance between two points pI and p2 on the landscape, and M
=If(pl)-f(p2)1. For high values of this measure, long walks tend to yield large changes iri fitness,
while short walks give smaller changes in fitness. This measure and correlation length give similar
information; however, this measure may be easier to compute.

A global measure of landscapes is the mean length of a hiIl-elimbing walk from a random
point on the landscape to a local fitness optimum. This figure is inversely related to the frequency
ofoptima on the landscape. The upper bound on expected walk length (R) is R=DI2, where D is
the dimension of the space (here max =3012 =15). Kauffman (1989) has shown that for a
completely random landscape, R =log, (D-l); here, R =4.9. "Perverse" landscapes may have
even shorter mean walk lengths, approaching zero for flat landscapes or landscapes with isolated
spikes or areas of ruggedness.

1. E[(x-x) (y-y)]
p[x,y] = ----------------- .

<Yx <Y
y

r takes on values in [-1,1].
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In looking at landscapes generated by local interactions, it is of interest to consider the
relationship between the kind of interactions which generate the landscapes and generic properties
of landscape ruggedness. Micro characteristics of the "underlying chemistry" affect the macro
properties of the fitness landscape which depends on the chemistry.

Fitness landscapes were also classified by the category of the CA rule which generated
them, according to the classification developed by Li and Packard. They divided the elementary
CA rules into five classes, according to the asymptotic attractors of the CA described by the rule.
Their categories are the following:

Class

o

1

2

3

4

Description

Fixed point All starting conditions go to the same fixed attractor. Small
perturbation has no asymptotic effect.

Nonhomogeneous fixed point. Attractors are fixed points but depend on
starting conditions. Small perturbation mayor may not push the CA to a
different asymptotic attractor.

Periodic attractor. Asymptotic behavior is a periodic cycle.

Locally chaotic. Impenetrable "barriers" of either fixed or periodic behavior
separate regions of chaos. Small perturbations from a given starting
condition spread in regions bounded by the barriers. .

Chaotic. Behavior of the entire CA is chaotic. Small perturbations spread
throughout the CA.

TABLE 1

Li and Packard's classes are not exactly analogous to any property of landscapes in this experiment
because they describe typical asymptotic behavior ofcellular automata, while the landscapes
considered here are based on the state of the automaton after a fixed number of steps, t=20.
However, because of the potential for complete "mixing" described above -- each gene can affect
every site in the phenotype - it is likely that the asymptotic chaotic behavior described by Li and
Packard will correspond to chaotic behavior in these experiments in the sense that phenotype and
fitness will depend sensitively on the starting conditions, or genotype.

B. Adaptation on the landscapes: characteristics of the GA

Once these characteristics of the fitness landscapes were measured, further experiments
determined the adaptability of various landscapes. These experiments were carried out using a
simple version of a genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975). 20 different genetic algorithm populations
were allowed to evolve on landscapes produced by each rule for each target string. Unless
otherwise specified, all figures for GA performance represent averages over these 20 replicates, on
a given landscape.

Population size in each GA generation was 40. Individuals were randomly selected for
reproduction, with the chance of being selected proportional to an individual's renormalized
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fitness.2 After selection, each individual had a 50% chance ofbeing transferred directly into the
following generation, and a 50% chance of undergoing modification by simple genetic
transfonnations. The modification process consisted of either crossover3 and mutation, or
mutation only. The chance of mutation at each site was 3.33%, with each site independent, so that
the expected number of mutations in a 30-bit string was 1.00. Genetic algorithms were allowed to
run for 60 generations. This figure was chosen because in longer simulations, mean fitness within
a generation had reached a plateau by that point.

III. Results

Experiments were designed to answer two questions. First, what was the relationship between the
characteristics ofa fitness landscape and the nature of the underlying"chemistry," or CA rule,
which generated the landscape? Second, what was the relationship between these characteristics
and the ease with which popu,lations adapted on the landscapes. Answers to this second question
fall into two categories. The first deals with the ease ofadaptation on a given type oflandscape in
general. The second looks at which landscape characteristics detennine the relative success of
adaptation by mutation only and adaptation by mutation and recombination.

A. Characteristics of fitness landscapes.

Experiments showed a close relationship between the class of the CA rule which generated
a landscape and the measures of landscape ruggedness. In particular, for all three target strings
(fitness functions), Class 4 landscapes showed the shortest mean walk length to local optima,
R=2.9-3.0,4 compared to global averages of R=4.3-4.8. They also showed smaller values for
each correlationjUnction, corellation lengths of1.=4.7-6.0, compared to global averages of

L=1O.4-11.3, and hamming correlation coefficients of p=O.O to 0.02, compared to global

averages of p=O.12-Q.18. Class 3, the locally chaotic rules, had byfar the longest mean walk
length ofany class, ranging from R=7.0 to R=7.8. Statistical measures of landscapes, separated

-. by CA rule'class and target string, are reported in the Appendix, Table 2.5
As previously mentioned, the correspondence between Ii and Packard's CA rule

classification and the structure of these landscapes is only indirect. However, it seemed plausible
that Gass 4 chaotic rules would generate chaotic fitness landscapes, since small pertnrbations in
the genotype should produce large changes in phenotype and thus in fitness. One would therefore
expect that chaotic rules would generate fitness landscapes with many local optima. Since similar
genotypes on these landscapes produce a wide spread of phenotypes, and therefore of fitness

2. Renonnalization of fitness compensates for the effects of scaling by dividing fitness by the
standard deviation of all fitness values in the generation.
3. The GA's used circular crossover, rather than the standard linear crossover. Linear crossover
cuts each parental genome at one point and combines the right halfofone parental string with the
left half of the other, and vice-versa. linear crossover generates a boundary effect, so that genes
near opposite edges of the genome are more often separated during crossover than genes near the
middle. Circular crossover, by contrast, makes cuts at two points, and switches the portion
between the two points. This avoids the boundary effect, since there are effectively no "ends" on
the genome.
4. These ranges indicate the range of mean values across different target strings.
5. Tables 2-6 are in an appendix, available on request.
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values, the chances that a random uphill walker will encounter a local fitness optimum are higher.
Kauffman (1989) shows that in completely uncorrelated landscapes, the expected length ofan
uphill walk is small and increases with log2 (D-l), where D is the dimension of the space. For the
same reasons, one would expect chaotic rules to have short correlation lengths. The data on Class
4 rules confirm these predictions.

More surprising, perhaps, are the Class 3, locally chaotic CA rules. Although landscapes
generated by these rules did not differ significantly from Class 1 or 2 rules in their correlation
measures, they had by far the longest mean length of walks to local fitness optima ofany rule
class: 7.0-7.8, compared to global averages of 4.3-4.8. As we shall see, this rarity of local optima
seems to have noticeably improved the performance ofadapting populations.

B. Adaptation on CA-generated landscapes.

Two questions were asked about adaptation on these landscapes: first, on what kinds of
landscapes was it difficult to :;idapt, and second, what parameters of the landscapes predicted
whether recombination was helpful or harmful to genetic algorithm performance?

1. Ease of adaptation on landscapes.

One measure of the ease of adaptation on a landscape was how close the population in the
final generation got to the global fitness optimum in a space. Each space had 230

., 109 points, so
sampling to find the global optimum was not practical. As an approximation, 20,000 points were
sampled. Approximation to the global optimum was measured by percentile rank compared to this
sample.6 Figures represent the average over 20 replications of the mean fitness of individuals in
the final generation of the genetic algorithm. Table 3 shows the mean percentile rank ofthe final
generation fitness of populations evolving on landscapes generated by cellular automata ofclasses
0-4. Separate tables represent different target strings, with runs using crossover and those using
mutation only considered separately.

Populations adapting on landscapes generated by CA:V in thefirst./burclasses (0-3)
reached the high 99th percentile, as the data in Table 3 shows. The exception is Qass 1 for the
ALTERN target string, in runs both with and without crossover. This exception will be discussed
below. In all runs, however, Class 4, chaotic rules presented significantly greater challenges to
adapting populations, with mean percentiles of92.2-985. Mutation-only populations did slightly
better than mutation-and-crossover populations on Class 4londscapes, showing improvements of
0.4-2.0 %iles.

Class 3 landscapes produced the highest performance by adapting populations and the
smallest standard deviation in performance ofany ofthe four nontrivial classes (1-4), reaching

6. The GA ran for 60 generations, with a population size of 40, and with half ofeach generation,
on average, passing unchanged into the next generation. Thus, the GA sampled approximately
40+(59x20) =1220 different genotypes. These were compared against 20,000 genotypes in the
random sample. This discrepancy in sample size means that high percentile rank shows substantial
improvement over random sampling.

The percentile measure is sensitive for landscapes on which adapting populations do not reach
the highest fitness value in the random sample. For landscapes on which it does, the measure is
insensitive, since the maximum percentile is 100, and the measure cannot distinguish between
populations which significantly exceed the best fitness found by random sample, and those which
exceed it only slightly.
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99.6-100.0 percentile with cr=O.0-0.6 %ile. As reported above, Class 3 landscapes had much
longer average walk lengths to local optima than those of any other class. This rarity oflocal
optima facilitates adaptation on the landscapes in two ways. First, it results in a low probability of
being "trapped" on an unfavorable local optimum. Second, it means that piecewise optimization of
a genome is effective, so that favorable genetic material continues to be favorable as other parts of
the genome change. This is what Kauffman (1990) calls the principle of mQdularity, which will be
described below.

Landscapes with low correlation lengths were the most difficult to adapt on. This is not
surprising, since the preceding section showed that Class 4 rules usually generated low-correlation
landscapes. Table 4 shows the performance, measured again by percentile, ofpopulations
adapting on landscapes ofvarying correlation length. For each target string, above a certain
threshold correlation length, between 4 and 7, adapting populations reliably reached nearly the
lOOth percentile. However, that threshold correlation length varied between target strings and
between adaptive strategies (mutation-only and mutation-and-crossover). For correlation lengths
near the threshold, performance standard deviation was very high, indicating a transition at which
some landscapes are easy to a~pt on, and others are much more difficult. low standard

deviations (cr:'>O.5 for core1lation lengths higher than 11 for ALLONES and RANDOM target
strings) in performance on high-eorrelation landscapes indicate that nearly every rule with high
correlation length reached the high level ofperformance. Again, the ALTERN target string is an
exception; standard deviations remain high at high correlation lengths, particularly in the runs with
crossover.

Landscapes with short mean walk lengths to peak (R) were most difficult to adapt on.
These landscapes, with their frequent local optima, presented greater risks of being trapped.
Figure 2 shows the performance of GA's plotted against R. Except for the landscapes using the
ALTERN target string, R was a very good predictor of GA success: GAs adapting on landscapes
with R values greater than approximately 4 almost always reached near-lOOth percentile
performance.

2. When does recombination help?

On each landscape, adapting populations with and without crossover were compared. In
this section, relative performance is measured, not by percentile, but by difference in performance,
normalized by the standard deviation of fitness values in the 20,OOO-point random sample of the
landscape:

mean fitness of final GA generation
performance = ---------------------------------- ,

standard deviation of fitness values
in the landscape

where the numerator represents an average over 20 runs of the genetic algorithm on a given
landscape. This measure provides sensitivity across the whole range of fitness values, not just
those far removed from "optimal." The added sensitivity is important, since we are interested in
relative performance, and percentile gives us no information about relative performance on "easy"
landscapes, where both mutation and crossover may attain percentile ranks of 100 despite different
absolute performance. This measure of performance was compared for runs using mutation only
and those using both mutation and crossover.

We first consider the relative performance, shown in Table 5, of mutation-only adaptation
and mutation-plus-crossover (hereafter referred to simply as crossover) adaptation on landscapes
ofvarying correlation lengths. For the ALLONES and RANDOM target strings, mutation-only
adaptation peifonnedbetteron less correlated landscapes, while populations evolving with
crossoverpeifonned better on more correlated landscapes. As with the absolute performance
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statistics, there is a transition in performance at a correlation length between 1..=4 and L=8,
depending on the target string.

As in the previous section, the ALLONES and RANDOM data support what we would
expect. Crossover generally represents a longer jump on the space than does mutation. Without
accounting for the effects ofpopulation convergence in later generations of the GA, a mutated and
crossed-over individual has an expected hamming distance of approximately 3.75 from its nearer
parent.? It is not a completely random jump, since it isa jump "between" two highly fit points.
However, on less correlated landscapes, where long jumps mean the loss of information about
fitness, even such a "directed" long jump is more likely to land on an unfit point than the shorter
jumps of mutation (expected length of jump under mutation was 1, since for those strings which
were mutated, the probability of mutation was set to the reciprocal of the length of the gene string).
The ALTERN target string once more presented an anomaly; crossover did better, on average, for
nearly every correlation length.

Chaotic (Class 4) rules show the same characteristics as landscapes with low correlations:
mutation-only adaptation produced higheraveragejitnesses in the jiTUJi generation on class 4 rules;
in between 56 and 94%of all.Class 4 landscapes, mutation-only performed better. This is
unsurprising, since Class 4 CAs tend to generate uncorrelated landscapes (Table 2).
For all other classes, crossoverproduced better results on average, outperforming mutation-only in
62-71 %of all cases. These results, which omit flat landscapes, for which cr(fitness)=O, appear in
Table 6.

Class 3 rules show negligible differences in the peiformance ofthe two methods of
adaptation. The extremely high performance of all populations on Class 3 landscapes, and the
unusually low frequency of local optima in them, suggest that these landscapes were easy to adapt
on regardless of whether mutation or crossover was used; hence the small difference between
strategies.

R (mean walk length) is not a good predictor ofthe relative peljormance ofmutation-only
and mutation-and-crossoveradaptation. There are significant numbers of landscapes at each R
value for which each method performs better than the other, although the differences fall off
substantially at higher R values.

3. The Mystery of the ALTERN target function.

Unlike the ALLONES and RANDOM target functions, the ALTERN target function
consistently produced landscapes on which adapting populations did not act as expected. The
reason for this difference is unclear. IfALlERN had produced landscapes which differed
substantially in correlation or other measures ofruggedness from the other target functions, this
should have shown up in the data. However, the differences between landscapes generated by this
target function and those generated by other target functions do not show up in any of the statistics
calculated here.

"While this anomaly is disconcerting, it does point up an important feature of adaptation on
rugged fitness landscapes. Landscapes generated by all three fitness functions shared a number of

7. The distance between the two points of crossover is chosen from an even distribution over
[0,15], since a cut of size s>15 is equivalent to a cut of size 30-s. Thus, the expected size of the
crossed-over region is 7.5. On average, half of the transplanted genes will be the same allele in
both parents. Therefore, the expected number of switched genes from crossover is 3.75. In half
the cases, the one expected mutation will be on the portion of the genome coming from the nearer
parent, adding 1 to the expected hamming distance. In the other half, it will be on the side coming
from the further parent, having on average°effect on the distance from the nearer parent. This
calculation is inexact because of the substitution ofexpected values for case-by-case analysis.
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characteristics; the distribution of correlation lengths was similar; the nature of local interactions
was identical; and the "task" on each landscape was qualitatively the same: to match a given target
string. The fact that one target string can be so anomalous suggests that many of these measures
are of limited predictive value. In biological terms, it shows that an understanding of the chemistry
of morphogenesis may be insufficient to predict the nature of adaptation without additional,
detailed knowledge of the fitness "task" defined by the environment.

IV. Summary and Discussion

A. Implications for GA users.

These experiments describe a set of measurable properties of fitness landscapes, some of
which are good qualitative predictors of genetic algorithm performance. Landscapes generated by
chaotic rules and those with lqw correlation lengths are more difficult to adapt on in general, and
are more susceptible to adaptation by populations which do not use recombination than to those
which do. In addition, landscapes with many local optima are generally more difficult to adapt on
than those with few local optima.

As we have seen, these results from a specific class of fitness landscapes provide empirical
confirmation for general theoretical predictions. Both kinds of adaptation rely on correlation in
fitness values of nearby points on the fitness landscape, and adaptive search will not reach the most
fit points in the landscape if it does not have some minimal level ofcorrelation with which to work.
Chaotic rules tend to generate the kind of sensitivity to perturbations which makes adaptation
difficult. Frequent local optima indicate a risk of trapping the genetic algorithm before it finds the
global optimum.

Perhaps the most striking result in these experiments is that Class 3 landscapes generated
the fewest local optima and made adaptation the easiest of any of the classes. The relevant feature
of Class 3 cellular automata is that a perturbation in one bit at time t spreads chaotically in the
succeeding time steps, but only within bounds. Thus, a mutation in the genotype can cause
substantial but bounded exploration of phenotype space. The results here indicate that this kind of
bounded exploration is very efficient.

This conclusion gives insight into the problem ofrepresentation: in the general case, how
should the variables of a function to be optimized be represented on the GA string? The answer
suggested here is that variables should be chosen so that a small change in the genotype makes a
substantial but limited change in the phenotype.

An additional consequence of these results is insight into conditions under which crossover
reduces GA performance. Theresults in Section III-B-2 on the comparative performance of
mutation-and-crossover and mutation-only suggest that crossover often reduces GA performance
on fitness functions that are highly sensitive to small changes in initial conditions and on functions
that are very uncorrelated.

B. Biological implications.

The question which originally motivated these experiments was biological-- under what
conditions can we expect that an adapting population will reached optimal fitness levels in its space
of possible genotypes? On the other hand, under what conditions will highly favorable genotypes
be unable to spread and remain prevalent in a population. The results of these experiments give
evidence in several biological contexts.

Brian Goodwin (1990) has recently proposed a "structuralist" model of morphogenesis in
which genetic information encodes parameter values for a physical-chemical system that generates
the organism's morphology, rather than directly encoding specific morphological traits. Goodwin
and his colleagues have constructed such a physical-chemical model for Acetabularia algae, and the
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model predicts the existence of certain morphological features for which no satisfactory
evolutionary explanation has been given. It accounts for these features as the outcomes ofvarious
chemical gradients and other complex interactions, parameterized by starting values and
distributions of the chemical components of the system.

The interactions of genes in the "morphogenetic" portion of the simulations reported here -
the repeated iterations of the cellular automaton - are in the spirit of Goodwin's model. The
genotype encodes starting parameters ,which interact in a mathematically complex but not random
way to generate a phenotype. These simulations show that in cases where Goodwin's model is
applicable, and phenotypic characteristics are, in fact, dependent on these complex interactions, the
ease ofadaptation declines with increasing complexity of interactions. For highly chaotic,
uncorrelated morphogenetic processes (CA rules), adapting populations are unlikely to settle at
highly fit points in the space ofpossible genotypes.

The performance ofadapting populations on Class 3 landscapes, by contrast, suggests a
model for successful adaptation on fitness landscapes generated by these complex interactions,
closely related to the model for GA coding described above. One of the most notable results in
these experiments was the contrast between the landscapes generated by Class 3 (locally chaotic)
rules and those generated by Class 4 (chaotic) rules. Class 4, chaotic rules produced the least
correlated landscapes, with the most local optima, and proved by far the hardest for adapting
populations. The Class 3 landscapes had by far the longest mean walk lengths to local optima, and
their landscapes were among the most highly correlated. Populations adapting on Class 3
landscapes uniformly reached nearly the hundredth percentile. The locally chaotic nature of these
rules allowed for wide exploration ofareas ofphenotype space, since a change at a locus within
one of these chaotic regions would spread quickly within that region, but that the bounds on the
spreading ofperturbation allow containment of the changes. This is analogous to what Kauffman
(1990) calls "modularity." Small sets ofparameters can be changed without changing the nature of
the whole phenotype. By contrast, the chaotic fitness landscapes gave too little control; a small
change in the genotype can destroy too much of the structure of the phenotype. This result
suggests that bounded chaos may present a very good compromise between the need for
phenotypic stability and the need to generate substantial variation to "find" highly fit genetic
configurations.

The biological equivalent of this phenomenon is bounded epistasis. Epistasis is the
phenomenon ofdifferent genes interacting to influence a single phenotypic trait. Goodwin's model
implies that epistasis is a widely prevalent phenomenon, since several genes interact by setting the
parameters ofa single physical-ehemical process. Within the regions ofbounded chaos in these
simulations, there is a high degree ofepistasis; the final state of a bit within a chaotic region is
likely to depend on the initial states of most or all of the other bits in that region. However, the
boundaries on these chaotic regions prevent bits on one side of a bound from influencing those on
the other side. Biologically, we may expect that adaptation could be most successful if relatively
small sets of genes interact epistatically in a given morphogenetic process, and if these sets of
genes had small degrees ofoverlap. In that way, mutations or recombinations in those sets of
genes could have substantial but limited effects; while generating significant variation, they would
not be expected to completely change the character ofan organism.8

The results of the comparisons of sexual and asexually reproducing populations in this
paper provide some evidence on both sides of the debate over the view that reproduction using
recombination evolved in order to generate genetic diversity. These results must be taken
cautiously, since the model studied in this paper omits major features of sexual reproduction, such

8. The unusual results of the ALTERN target function again call into question the accuracy of
measures ofepistasis as predictors of adaptive success. Since the CA rule completely determines
the rules of genetic interaction, epistatic interactions are independent of the target string. However,
we have seen that the same epistatic interactions, when measured against different fitness
functions, generated very different adaptive environments.

- 10-



as diploidy. In the chaotic and less-correlated landscapes, we have seen that crossover tends to
disrupt highly fit but delicate genotypes, and that the combination oftwo highly fit genotypes may
be much less fit. On such uncorrelated landscapes the genetic diversity generated by sexual
reproduction tends to disrupt, rather than promote, adaptation. However, on the more correlated,
and the non-chaotic landscapes, recombination appears to be a good adaptive strategy.

C. Further work

One limitation of these results is that, although they show relationships between measures
ofa space and the success ofadaptation on them, they do not provide the means for quantitative
prediction about the success ofadaptation on an arbitrary space. An important next step would be
to identify some generalized function ofparameters of a space such as dimension, correlation
measures, distribution of local optima, etc., which would predict the adaptability ofa landscape.

The case of the AL1ERN target function, as already noted, calls into question the viability
of such an enterprise using only he descriptive measures considered here. An understanding of
exactly why this function cauSed such surprising results may help to uncover some other parameter
of fitness landscapes which would help to make such predictions more accurate.
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FlGURE 2: GA Performance, measured by percentile, versus Mean Length of Walk to a
Local Fitness Optimum. Different plotting symbols represent landscapes generated by CA
rules of different rule classes:
+: Class 0; diamond: Class I; +: Class 2; 0: Class 3; x: Class 4.
A: ALLONES target string; B: ALTERN target string; C: RANOOM target string.. .
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Appendix: Tables 2 - 6



TABLE 2: MEAN WALK LENGTH, CORRELATION LENGTH AND HF COR., BY RULE CLASS
FOR TARGET FUNCTIONS ALLONES, ALTERN, RANDOM

A: Mean Walk Length to Peak, by Rule Class

Target string: ALLONES

Class n mean s.d.
0 24 0.04 0.13
1 97 4.46 3.30
2 89 5.48 3.65
3 10 7.00 3.68
4 36 2.89 0.86

total 256 4.28 3.47

Target string: ALTERN

Class n mean s.d.
0 24 0.04 0.10
1 97 6.25 3.78
2 89 4.63 2.92
3 10 7.23 2.22
4 36 2.98 0.94

total 256 4.68 3.50

Target string: RANDOM

Class n mean s.d.
0 24 0.04 0.13
1 97 5.80 2.71
2 89 5.49 2.54
3 10 7.78 3.57
4 36 2.96 0.81

total 256 4.83 3.00



TABLE 2B: Mean Correlation Length, by Rule Class

Target string: ALLONES

CORRELATION LENGTH HAMMING-FITNESS CORR.
Class n mean s.d. mean s.d.

0 5* 4.60 4.04 0.00 0.01
1 97 11.61 1. 96 0.10 0.13
2 89 11.54 3.25 0.17 0.12
3 10 10.80 3.68 0.18 0.15
4 36 4.67 2.39 0.00 0.04

total 237* 10.35 3.73 0.12 0.13

Target string: ALTERN

CORRELATION LENGTH HAMMING-FITNESS CORR.
Class n mean s.d. mean s.d.

0 6* 2.00 2.76 -0.00 0.01
1 89* 12.90 1. 94 0.19 0.14
2 89 11.63 3.04 0.18 0.10
3 10 12.20 2.39 0.21 0.14
4 36 6.00 3.57 0.02 0.07

total 230* 11. 01 3.87 0.16 0.13

Target string: RANDOM

CORRELATION LENGTH HAMMING-FITNESS CaRR.
Class n mean s.d. mean s.d.

0 6* 0.67 1. 63 0.00 0.01
1 97 13 .24 1. 99 0.22 0.11
2 89 12.25 2.94 0.21 0.10
3 10 11.80 2.86 0.21 0.12
4 36 5.36 2.78 0.01 0.04

total 238* 11.30 4.05 . 0.18 0.13

*Ru1es for which the correlation measures are undefined are omitted



TABLE 3: GA PERFORMANCE (%ILE REACHED BY FINAL GENERATION)
BY CA RULE CLASS

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: ALLONES

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 99.99 0.05
1 97 99.75 1. 33
2 89 99.70 1. 02
3 10 99.63 0.57
4 36 92.20 12.33

total 256 98.69 5.37

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: ALLONES

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 99.97 0.13
1 97 99.82 0.90
2 89 99.76 0.74
3 10 99.73 0.35
4 36 94.18 10.10

total 256 99.02 4.28

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: ALTERN

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 100.00 0.01
1 97 98.01 6.48
2 89 99.44 1. 90
3 10 99.93 0.16
4 36 98.14 2.03

total 256 98.79 4.27

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: ALTERN

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 99.99 0.02
1 97 99.07 3.66
2 89 99.83 0.47
3 10 99.96 0.06
4 36 98.51 1. 46

total 256 99.38 2.38



TABLE 3 Continued:

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: RANDOM

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 99.97 0.13
1 97 99.96 0.24
2 89 99.73 1. 08
3 10 99.98 0.03
4 36 97.61 2.49

total 256 99.55 1. 38

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: RANDOM

Class n mean s.d.
%ile

0 24 99.99 0.03
1 97 99.95 0.27
2 89 99.81 0.65
3 10 99.97 0.03
4 36 98.44 1.36

total 256 99.69 0.83



TABLE 4: PERCENTILE REACHED BY FINAL GENERATION OF POPULATIONS
ADAPTING ON LANDSCAPES WITH GIVEN CORRELATION LENGTH

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: ALLONES

Carrel n mean
Length %ile

0 1 100.00
1 3 95.91
2 5 94.25
3 10 95.69
4 4 85.27
5 9 92.59
6 8 98.82
7 10 96.98
8 14 99.98
9 16 99.27

10 23 97.18
11 30 99.97
12 25 99.97
13 20 99.94
14 32 99.87
15 26 99.93
16 1 99.89

>30 19 100.00

total 256 98.69

s.d.

4.40
2.36
1. 89

20.29
14.26
2.22
7.74
0.02
1. 28
9.93
0.10
0.12
0.20
0.47
0.23

0.00

5.37

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: ALLONES

Carrel n mean s.d.
Length %ile

0 1 100.00
1 3 97.82 1. 87
2 5 96 .31 1. 60
3 10 96.98 1. 60
4 4 89.97 15.55
5 9 92.99 14.32
6 8 99.21 1.35
7 10 97.17 7.77
8 14 99.98 0.02
9 16 99.41 0.95

10 23 98.28 5.87
11 30 99.96 0.09
12 25 99.96 0.12
13 20 99.94 0.19
14 32 99.85 0.53
15 26 99.94 0.23
16 1 99.89

>30 19 100.00 0.00

total 256 99.02 4.28



TABLE 4 Continued:

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: ALTERN

Carrel n mean s.d.
Length %ile

0 3 99.99 0.02
1 4 97.98 2.34
2 3 96.98 1.13
3 7 98.48 1. 57
4 5 97.48 1. 89
5 7 98.24 2.96
6 4 89.36 20.12
7 10 95.79 12.71
8 10 98.70 1. 91
9 8 99.62 1. 07

10 15 99.29 1. 90
11 20 99.42 1. 68
12 22 99.54 1. 58
13 32 97.81 4.82
14 50 99.34 2.17
15 29 99.27 2.20
16 1 100.00

>30 26 100.00 0.00

total 256 98.79 4.27

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: ALTERN

Carrel n mean s.d.
Length %ile

0 3 99.98 0.03
1 4 97.94 2.31
2 3 96 .51 1. 08
3 7 98.70 1.03
4 5 98.24 0.74
5 7 98.74 1. 98
6 4 94.20 10.27
7 10 97.53 6.41
8 10 99.13 1.22
9 8 99.68 0.88

10 15 99.54 1. 09
11 20 99.71 0.73
12 22 99.92 0.29
13 32 98.96 3.70
14 50 99.88 0.24
15 29 99.95 0.14
16 1 100.00

>30 26 100.00 0.00

total 256 99.38 2.38



TABLE 4 Continued:

MUTATION and CROSSOVER
Target string: RANDOM

Carrel n mean s.d.
Length %ile

0 5 99.86 0.27
1 3 94.26 0.91
2 4 92.67 1.14
3 5 96.36 loll
4 7 98.05 1. 24
5 7 97.58 2.73
6 3 98.94 0.67
7 7 99.98 0.01
8 9 99.27 1. 05
9 11 99.86 0.16

10 11 99.88 0.19
11 18 99.83 0.50
12 22 99.91 0.27
13 29 99.99 0.03
14 58 100.00 0.02
15 29 100.00 0.01
16 7 99.99 0.02
18 3 99.91 0.15

> 30 18 100.00 0.00

total 256 99.55 1. 38

MUTATION ONLY
Target string: RANDOM

Carrel n mean s.d.
Length %ile

0 5 99.97 0.04
1 3 95.80 0.77
2 4 96.83 0.77
3 5 97.38 0.60
4 7 98.40 1.16
5 7 98.36 loll
6 3 99.33 0.36
7 7 99.97 0.03
8 9 99.42 0.76
9 11 99.84 0.19

10 11 99.89 0.13
11 18 99.82 0.52
12 22 99.91 0.25
13 29 99.98 0.03
14 58 99.99 0.03
15 29 100.00 0.01
16 7 99.99 0.02
18 3 99.91 0.14

> 30 18 100.00 0.00

total 256 99.69 0.83



TABLE 5: COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF FINAL GENERATIONS,
MUTATION ONLY AND MUTATION + CROSSOVER POPULATIONS,
NORMALIZED BY THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF FITNESS VALUES IN THE LANDSCAPE:

MEAN GA FITNESS (MUT) - GA FINAL GENERATION FITNESS (MUT & CROSS)

STANDARD DEVIATION OF FITNESSES IN RANDOM SAMPLE

BY CORRELATION LENGTH

(n is less than 256 because standard deviation of fitness values for
some landscapes is 0)

Target string: ALLONES

Carrel n mut only mut & cross mean s .'d.
Length better better

0 1 0 1 -0.53
1 3 2 1 -0.96 2.14
2 5 5 0 0.17 0.16
3 10 9 1 0.20 0.15
4 4 4 0 0.26 0.20
5 9 5 4 -1. 01 2.94
6 8 6 2 0.03 0.33
7 10 8 2 0.07 0.17
8 14 5 8 -0.02 0.15
9 16 6 10 0.06 0.41

10 23 9 14 -0.10 0.33
11 30 8 22 -0.12 0.18
12 25 3 22 -0.14 0.13
13 20 3 17 -0.28 0.38
14 32 3 29 -0.24 0.29
15 26 5 21 -0.22 0.42
16 1 1 0 0.01

total 237 82 154 -0.15 0.68

Target string: ALTERN

Carrel n mut only mut & cross mean s.d.
Length better better

0 3 0 2 -49.99 79.30
1 4 2 2 -2.49 7.06
2 3 1 2 -0.09 0.19
3 7 5 2 -0.87 2.70
4 5 3 2 0.03 0.34
5 7 3 4 -1. 54 4.38
6 4 2 2 -0.32 1. 09
7 10 2 8 -1. 76 2.69
8 10 5 5' -0.24 0.82
9 8 1 7 -3.52 3.57

10 15 2 13 -2.29 2.79
11 20 5 15 -1. 24 1. 89
12 22 6 16 -0.98 1. 94
13 32 16 16 -0.24 1. 42
14 50 19 31 -0.17 1.18
15 29 15 14 -0.11 1. 44
16 1 0 1 -0.04

total 230 87 142 -1. 42 9.54



TABLE 5 Continued:

Target string: RANDOM

Correl n mut only mut & cross mean s.d.
Length better better

1 3 3 0 0.18 0.02
2 4 4 0 0.41 0.07
3 5 5 0 0.14 0.08
4 6 5 1 -0.05 0.45
5 7 3 4 0.07 0.20
6 3 3 0 0.14 0.14
7 5 3 2 0.00 0.16
8 8 4 4 0.05 0.20
9 11 4 7 -0.09 0.14

10 6 2 4 -0.04 0.12
11 17 4 13 -0.06 0.11
12 18 3 15 -0.10 0.11
13 23 3 20 -0.10 0.08
14 40 2 37 -0.13 0.11
15 19 3 16 -0.13 0.11
16 5 1 4 -0.08 0.09
18 3 1 2 -0.08 0.09

> 30 1 0 1 -6.36

total 184 53 130 -0.09 0.49


